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a b s t r a c t

The current report aimed to document individual differences that predict the trajectory of post-event
rumination following an evaluative event. In this study, 127 undergraduate students were assessed over
a 5-day period preceding and following a mid-term exam. Participants completed measures of anticipa-
tory processing, trait test anxiety, trait tendency to ruminate, negative affect, and post-event rumination.
Hierarchical linear modeling was used to examine predictors of post-evaluative rumination. Results sug-
gested that individuals who reported high levels of anticipatory processing and trait test anxiety tended
to experience prolonged amounts of rumination following the exam, even when controlling for neg-
ative affect, relative to those who scored low on these measures. These results suggest that specific
individual difference factors impact the amount and trajectory of rumination beyond levels of general
negative affect. Implications for understanding risk factors for heightened rumination are discussed, with
particular attention to the larger rumination literature.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Recently, there has been an increase in research examining
repetitive, self-focused thoughts (e.g., Mor & Winquist, 2002). This
literature has documented that negative self-focused thoughts may
lead to increases in negative affect, which in turn leads to increases
in repetitive thoughts (e.g., Mor & Winquist, 2002). One of the
most well researched self-focused thought processes is rumination,
which is defined as a recurrent and excessive focus on perceived
negative aspects of a past event. Rumination has been postulated
to be a mechanism in the maintenance of both depressive and anx-
iety disorders (e.g., Clark & Wells, 1995; Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991).
However, at present little is known about which individual differ-
ence factors may lead to post-event rumination following stressful
events. The goal of the current report is to address this gap by exam-
ining how rumination unfolds over time following an evaluative
event.

Several theoretical perspectives have been developed on rumi-
nation (e.g., Martin, Shrira, & Startup, 1999; Matthews & Wells,
1999; Watkins, 2004). Generally, these theories suggest that dur-
ing stressful situations, individuals engage in certain cognitive or
behavioral strategies to regulate their mood (e.g., Carver & Scheier,
1988; Martin & Tesser, 1989, 1996). Although problem-focused
strategies, such as cognitive reappraisal, lead to increases in pos-
itive emotion (Gross & John, 2003), emotion-focused strategies
like rumination lead to increased negative affect (e.g., Martin &
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Tesser, 1989, 1996). Considerable research has documented the
negative effects of ruminative thought among dysphoric individ-
uals, suggesting that depressive rumination increases negative
mood, hinders problem-solving, and impairs concentration (e.g.,
Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995; Lyubomirsky, Tucker,
Caldwell, & Berg, 1999; Morrow & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1990). With
a few notable exceptions (e.g., Fresco, Frankel, Mennin, Turk, &
Heimberg, 2002; Muris, Roelofs, Meesters, & Boomsma, 2004;
Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000), the role of rumination among anxious
individuals has received little attention. Given that rumination has
been shown to contribute to depressive mood states, it is timely to
explore its role in anxiety-related processes. In particular, elucidat-
ing how rumination unfolds following evaluative events can inform
our theories of the development of anxious symptomatology.

To date, our current framework for understanding the role
of rumination in anxiety comes from theories of social anxiety
disorder (Clark & Wells, 1995). Clark and Wells (1995) posited
that among individuals with high levels of social anxiety, post-
event rumination occurs after ambiguous social or performance
situations and is characterized by a review of the negative
thoughts and feelings that the individual experienced during the
situation. This excessive focus on perceived negative reactions
strengthens the individual’s beliefs about their negative perfor-
mance. Several studies testing this theory have found correlations
between anxiety-provoking situations and post-event rumina-
tion among unselected samples (Fehm, Schneider, & Hoyer, 2007;
Kocovski & Rector, 2007; Rachman, Gruter-Andrew, & Shafran,
2000; Vassilopoulos, 2004). Studies using laboratory tasks (i.e., an
impromptu speech or a social interaction with a confederate) have
found that individuals who report higher levels of social fears also
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report higher amounts of negative post-event rumination follow-
ing these tasks (i.e., Abbott & Rapee, 2004; Dannahy & Stopa, 2007;
Edwards, Rapee, & Franklin, 2003; Perini, Abbott, & Rapee, 2007). In
a naturalistic study, Lundh and Sperling (2002) examined rumina-
tion following social-evaluative events using a diary method over
a 2-day period. Results found that although post-event rumination
decreased among all individuals, those with elevated levels of social
anxiety were more likely to report elevated levels of post-event
rumination following social-evaluation.

Thus, growing evidence supports the association between
social-evaluative events and post-event rumination. However, a
study by McEvoy and Kingsep (2006) suggests that post-event
rumination may not be associated with social anxiety per se, but
instead may be associated with state anxiety levels (McEvoy &
Kingsep, 2006). This finding highlights an important feature of
the larger literature on rumination; at present, the extent that
rumination is uniquely associated with anxiety and/or depression
is unclear. In particular, it is possible that rumination is associ-
ated with general negative affect following stressful or evaluative
events (Thomsen, 2006). Because rumination is associated with
several forms of psychopathology (e.g., Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000),
research is needed to document specific individual difference fac-
tors that lead to the development of rumination, over and above its
association with negative affect. Moreover, many previous studies
compare participants’ levels of rumination following a variety of
stressful events rather than one specific event which is experienced
by all participants (e.g., Fehm et al., 2007; Kocovski & Rector, 2007;
McEvoy & Kingsep, 2006; Rachman et al., 2000). This methodolog-
ical approach could lead to a response bias based on how recent or
how negatively perceived the events in question were rated. Use of
prospective designs to examine how rumination occurs following
a specific stressor could advance our knowledge in this area. Thus,
the current study utilized a prospective design, testing participants
over a 5-day period preceding and following a mid-term exam, in
order to examine individual-level predictors of the trajectory of
rumination.

To select factors that would serve to predict post-event rumi-
nation, we drew on theoretical perspectives from both the anxiety
and depression literatures. Because previous research has rarely
included prospective designs, we wanted to carefully select pre-
dictors, while remaining mindful of constraints from sample size.
Research by Nolen-Hoeksema and colleagues has found that certain
individuals, referred to as trait ruminators, consistently respond to
stressful events with rumination (e.g., Nolen-Hoeksema & Davis,
1999; Nolen-Hoeksema, Morrow, & Fredrickson, 1993). A trait
ruminative style refers to a tendency to think repetitively and
passively about negative emotions, distress, and the meaning of
these affective states (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000). Trait rumination
has been shown to predict the onset of depression and anxiety,
as well as the chronicity of depressive symptoms in community-
dwelling adults (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000). In an effort to link the
current study with the available literature on rumination in gen-
eral, trait rumination was included as a possible predictor. Second,
three studies to date have shown that individuals with high levels of
trait anxiety are more likely to ruminate following stressful events
(Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Rachman et al., 2000; Zeidner, 1998).
These studies have focused on diverse samples, including commu-
nity adults ranging in age between 25 and 75 (Nolen-Hoeksema,
2000), high school students (Zeidner, 1998) and undergraduates
(Rachman et al., 2000; Zeidner, 1998), within a variety of contexts.
Because trait anxiety appears to be a robust predictor of post-event
rumination, it also was selected as a possible predictor. Finally,
cognitive models of anxiety suggest that anticipatory processing,
during which individuals review what they believe will happen
during an upcoming social-evaluative event, also should lead to
higher levels of rumination subsequent to the event (Clark & Wells,

1995). Although no studies have examined whether anticipatory
processing is related to post-event rumination, from a theoreti-
cal perspective anticipatory processing emerges as an important
potential predictor. Exploration of whether trait rumination, trait
anxiety, and anticipatory processing predict different trajectories
of rumination will increase our understanding of the individual
differences that prolong rumination and as a result, anxious symp-
tomatology.

The current study examined the trajectory of rumination fol-
lowing a mid-term exam, as it is a common anxiety-provoking
situation that research has suggested elicits similar coping strate-
gies as those employed for major life stressors (Zeidner, 1996).
This design allowed for a prospective examination using the same
anxiety-related event for all participants in a natural setting. The
first assessment occurred the night before the exam when partic-
ipants completed measures of trait test anxiety, trait tendency to
ruminate, and the amount of anticipatory processing about the test.
During the next four nights, participants reported the amount of
time they spent ruminating about their exam performance. Because
rumination has been shown to be associated with several forms of
negative affect, participants also completed a measure of negative
affect at each measurement. Two hypotheses were examined. First,
it was hypothesized that rumination would decrease linearly over
time. Second, it was hypothesized that individuals who reported
higher levels of trait test anxiety, trait tendency to ruminate, and
anticipatory processing would exhibit slower decreases in rumina-
tion over the course of the 4 days post-exam compared to those
with low levels on these variables even when controlling for nega-
tive affect.

1. Method

1.1. Participants

Participants were recruited from advanced undergraduate
psychology courses offered at the University at Buffalo. Announce-
ments were made within these courses inviting students to
participate in a study about college mid-term exams and stress as
a means of obtaining extra credit. All course instructors offered
alternative opportunities for students to receive extra credit. Inter-
ested participants contacted the laboratory and were provided with
information about participation. Although students were allowed
to choose which mid-term they would use to complete the study,
they only could complete the study once. Additionally, participants
were not allowed to complete the study using their final exam in
the course.

One-hundred and thirty-four participants contacted the
research team and completed at least one experimental session.
Four participants were excluded because they did not complete
the first experimental session, and 3 participants were excluded
because they only attended the first session, leaving a total of 127
participants (97 females). The average age of the participants was
22.6 (SD = 4.3). Ninety (70.9%) were Caucasian, 13 (10.2%) were
African-American, 15 (11.8%) were Asian, 5 (3.9%) were Latino(a),
and 4 (3.1%) identified as other ethnicities. The average college GPA
was 3.2 (SD = 0.5).

Participants completed questionnaires at five time points. At
Time 1, questionnaires measured trait test anxiety, trait tendency
to ruminate, and the amount of anticipatory processing. For all
subsequent time points (i.e., Time 2 through Time 5), participants
completed measures of post-event rumination and negative affect.
Questionnaires were administered on-line using Survey Monkey.
All participants received email reminders to complete their sur-
veys each night. Throughout the course of the study, participants
were unaware of the grade that they actually earned on the exam,
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as they received their grade 1 week after they completed the exam.
All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of
the University at Buffalo, SUNY.

1.2. Measures

1.2.1. Cognitive Test Anxiety Scale (CTAS; Cassady & Johnson,
2002)

This is a 27-item measure developed to assess the tendency to
exhibit anxious cognitions before, during, and after an exam. Exam-
ples of items include “During tests, I have the feeling that I am not
doing well” and “I am not good at taking tests.” Respondents are
asked to determine how typical these phrases are of them on a 4-
point Likert scale, with 1 corresponding to “Not at all typical of me”
and 4 corresponding to “Very much like me.” Previous research has
provided normative information for student samples, suggesting
that total scores of 27–61 indicate low test anxiety, scores from 62
to 71 indicate moderate test anxiety, and scores of 72 or greater
indicate high test anxiety (Cassady & Johnson, 2002). This measure
has been demonstrated to have high levels of internal consistency
and construct validity (Cassady, 2001; Cassady & Johnson, 2002).
Internal consistency (coefficient alpha) in the present study was
.93.

1.2.2. Ruminative Response Scale of the Response Styles
Questionnaire (RSQ; Nolen-Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991)

This is a 22-item instrument used to measure the tendency
for individuals to respond to stressful situations with rumination.
For the current study, the 5-item brooding subscale developed
by Treynor, Gonzalez, and Nolen-Hoeksema (2003) was used to
assess trait tendency to ruminate, as data have suggested that
this subscale reflects the maladaptive component of rumination
without being confounded by depressive symptoms (e.g., Treynor
et al., 2003). The questionnaire presents respondents with sev-
eral items, such as “think about a recent situation, wishing it
had gone better” and “think ‘why can’t I handle things better?”’
In the original measure, participants are asked to indicate how
often they engage in each item when they feel depressed, with
a rating of 1 corresponding to ‘almost never’ and a rating of 4
corresponding to ‘almost always.’ For the present study, the direc-
tions were modified to assess participants’ general tendency to use
these responses following “stressful situations.” Joorman, Dkane,
and Gotlib (2006) reported a mean of 44.5 for the total score
among patients diagnosed with social phobia. This measure has
been shown to have good internal consistency and test–retest relia-
bility (Nolen-Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991; Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000).
Coefficient alpha in the present study was .90.

1.2.3. Thoughts Questionnaire, Anticipatory and Post (TQ-Ant,
TQ-Post; Abbott & Rapee, 2004; Perini et al., 2007)

These measures were used to assess anticipatory processing and
post-event rumination, respectively. These 24-item instruments
were modified from the post-event processing questionnaire used
in Edwards et al. (2003), developed to measure the frequency of
anticipatory processing and post-event rumination before and after
a stressor, respectively. Both measures have two subscales, one
which assesses positive anticipatory processing and rumination,
and a second that measures negative anticipatory processing and
rumination. The current study only used the negative subscale and
modified the items to reflect the amount of anticipatory and post-
event rumination about a test during the past 24 h. Examples of
items include “I could have done much better” and “I made a fool
of myself.” Respondents indicated how often they have thought of
each item with respect to their exam, with a rating of 0 correspond-
ing to ‘never’ and a rating of 4 corresponding to ‘very often.’ These
measures have been used to assess rumination about a specific

social/performance task and have shown excellent internal con-
sistency (˛ = .95) and construct validity in two studies (Abbott &
Rapee, 2004; Perini et al., 2007). Among samples diagnosed with
an anxiety disorder, reported means have ranged from 15.5 to 17.4
(Abbott & Rapee, 2004; Perini et al., 2007). In the current study,
coefficient alpha was .95 for the TQ-Ant. For the TQ-Post, coeffi-
cient alphas ranged between .96 and .97 across Times 2, 3, 4, and
5.

1.2.4. Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson,
Clark, & Tellegen, 1988)

Affect was measured using the PANAS, a well-established instru-
ment with two 10-item mood scales measuring positive and
negative affect. These scales are comprised of items that describe
feelings associated with positive (e.g., excited, proud, enthusias-
tic) and negative (e.g., upset, scared, guilty) affect, which are rated
on a 5-point scale with respect to how the participant feels “at
this present moment.” For the present report, we only used the
negative affect subscale. Convergent and discriminant validity, as
well as internal consistency and test–retest stability, has been
demonstrated (Watson et al., 1988). Internal consistency (coeffi-
cient alpha) in this sample ranged from .92 to .95 at Times 2, 3, 4,
and 5.

1.2.5. Additional variables
At Time 1, participants also were asked to report the number of

hours they studied for the exam, with an average of 4.8 (SD = 5.0).
Additionally, the course instructors provided the research team
with each participant’s grade on their exam. No hypotheses were
posited for these variables as these data were used as covariates for
the main hypotheses.

1.3. Statistical analyses

The data exhibited a nested structure, wherein days were nested
within individuals. Therefore, hierarchical linear modeling (HLM;
Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) was used to analyze the data, which
partitions the total variance into variance at the repeated mea-
sures level (Level 1) and variance at the person level (Level 2). This
allows for individuals’ change in post-event rumination to be mod-
eled at Level 1 and person level characteristics to be modeled at
Level 2. Skew and kurtosis values all were within normal limits
(i.e., skew values less than 3.0 and kurtosis values less than 8.0;
Kline, 2005), suggesting the data exhibited normality, and no out-
liers were detected. The software package HLM 6 (Raudenbush,
Bryk, Cheong, & Congdon, 2004) was used to analyze the data.

With HLM, the data are explained with growth parameters,
which include intercept and trend (i.e., linear, quadratic) param-
eters to model change over time. First, an unconditional model was
estimated to determine the amount of between-person variance in
the data. Next, models were estimated to determine the form of
change in rumination that best fits the data (Raudenbush & Bryk,
2002). Because the questionnaires were completed over 4 days and
thus represent repeated measures, analyses were included to deter-
mine whether a linear effect or a quadratic effect best explained the
change in rumination over time. Random coefficients were added
to the three growth parameters at Level 2, to determine if there
were significant individual differences in rate of change. For exam-
ple, the Level 1 model that included the linear growth parameter
was:

Yti = �0i + �1i (linear trend) + eti

where Yti is the amount of post-event rumination, �0i is the inter-
cept or mean level of rumination, and �1i is the linear growth
parameter. At Level 2, random effects were added for both the
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Table 1
Means and standard deviations of the study variables at each time point.

Variable Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4 Time 5
M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

TQ-Post 15.02 (12.3) 11.17 (11.0) 9.06 (10.1) 8.82 (10.5)
PANAS – NA 17.39 (8.0) 15.37 (6.7) 14.64 (6.7) 14.70 (7.1)
TQ-Ant 16.32 (12.3)
CTAS 63.43 (14.9)
RSQ-Brood 10.15 (4.1)

Note. TQ-Post = Thoughts Questionnaire-Post; PANAS – NA = the negative subscale of the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule; TQ-Ant = Thoughts Questionnaire-Pre;
CTAS = Cognitive Test Anxiety Scale; RSQ-Brood = the brooding subscale of the Response Styles Questionnaire.

intercept and the linear trend:

�0i = ˇ00 + r0i

�1i = ˇ10 + r1i

After fitting both a linear and a quadratic model to the
dependent variable, the chi-square deviance statistic was used to
determine whether adding each of these coefficients offered a sta-
tistically better fit to the data. Next, negative affect was added to the
model as a time-varying covariate, in order to control for its associ-
ations with post-event rumination. Finally, models were estimated
to determine which person-level variables (i.e., trait test anxiety,
trait rumination, anticipatory processing) predicted mean level and
change in post-event rumination over time. To do this, a conditional
model was estimated, in which Level 2 variables were used to pre-
dict the growth parameters at Level 1. Finally, number of hours
studied for the exam and their final grade were added to the Level
2 model as covariates.

2. Results

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for post-
event rumination, negative affect, anticipatory processing, trait
test anxiety, and trait tendency to ruminate. First, the uncondi-
tional model was estimated in order to partition the total variance
into within-person and between-person components. This was
computed using a one way analysis of variance with a random fac-
tor. The within-person variance was estimated as 33.91 and the
between-person variance was estimated as 90.35. The intra-class
correlation, which represents the proportion of variance between
persons, was .90. These statistics suggest that a significant amount
of the variance existed at the between-person level, warranting
further analyses.

Next, a model was estimated which included a linear effect of
time. Both the intercept (�0i = 14.18, p < .001) and the linear slope
(�1i = −2.19, p < .001) were significant, suggesting that both growth
parameters are necessary to explain variability in post-event rumi-
nation. Reliability estimates were .89 for the intercept and .56 for
the linear slope, suggesting good and low discrimination for the
growth parameters, respectively. The negative slope suggested that
rumination decreased linearly as days passed since the exam. The
random effects for both the intercept (�2(122) = 1166.65, p < .001)
and slope (�2(122) = 245.22, p < .001) also were significant, suggest-
ing that there were significant individual differences in both the
mean rate of rumination and the change in rumination over time.

Next, a random quadratic effect was added to the model. The
reliability estimate of the quadratic effect was .33, suggesting that
most of the variability in this effect was at the measurement level
rather than the individual level. However, both the fixed quadratic
effect (�2i = .86, p < .001) and the random effect (�2(115) = 177.66,
p < .001) were significant, suggesting that this parameter also
explained a significant amount of variance in post-event rumina-
tion. In addition, the chi-square deviance test (�2(4) = 57.47, p < .01)

was significant, offering further support that including a random
quadratic slope explained significantly more variability in post-
event rumination than a model without the quadratic slope.

After specifying the growth model, negative affect was added
as a time-varying covariate. The results found a significant effect
of negative affect (�3i = .49, t(449) = 7.9, p < .001), suggesting that
negative affect decreased over time as post-event rumination
decreased.

Next, the three person-level variables were entered into the
Level 2 model to predict the three growth parameters and the
time-varying covariate. Results are presented in Table 2. As can
be seen, anticipatory processing predicted the mean level in post-
event rumination, and both the linear and quadratic forms of
change in post-event rumination, suggesting that there were cross-
level interactions between the amount of anticipatory processing
reported at Time 1 and the three growth parameters. Results of
these interactions are displayed graphically in Fig. 1. Individuals
with higher levels of anticipatory processing displayed the most
deceleration in post-event rumination from Time 2 to Time 3, and
reported increases in post-event rumination from Time 4 to Time
5. In contrast, individuals who reported low levels of anticipatory
processing displayed a fairly steady decrease in post-event rumi-
nation across the four time points. In addition, trait test anxiety
marginally predicted the linear and quadratic slope parameters.
Individuals with high levels of trait test anxiety were characterized
by a fairly linear decrease in post-event rumination over the 4 days,
whereas individuals with low levels of trait test anxiety displayed
a quadratic trend, with the most deceleration in post-event rumi-
nation occurring from Time 2 to Time 3, and a slight increase from
Time 4 to Time 5. Trait tendency to ruminate was not significantly
associated with any of the growth parameters. Secondary analyses

Table 2
Estimates of the person-level variables predicting post-event rumination.

Fixed effects Coefficient T-value p-Value

Intercept, TQ-Post 16.22 16.48 <.001
TQ-Ant 1.02 7.75 <.001
CTAS −0.15 −1.48 ns
RSQ-Brood 0.41 1.36 ns

Linear Slope, TQ-Post −3.64 −5.26 <.001
TQ-Ant −0.31 −3.42 <.001
CTAS 0.13 1.89 .06
RSQ-Brood −0.14 −0.64 ns

Quadratic Slope, TQ-Post 0.62 3.24 .002
TQ-Ant 0.07 2.97 .004
CTAS −0.04 −1.89 .06
RSQ-Brood 0.04 0.68 ns

PANAS – NA 0.46 6.53 <.001
TQ-Ant −0.02 −1.75 .08
CTAS 0.02 2.61 .01
RSQ-Brood −0.01 −0.78 ns

Note. TQ-Post = Thoughts Questionnaire-Post; TQ-Ant = Thoughts Questionnaire-
Anticipatory; CTAS = Cognitive Test Anxiety Scale; RSQ-Brood = the brooding
subscale of the Response Styles Questionnaire; PANAS – NA = the negative subscale
of the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule.
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Fig. 1. Simple slopes of the cross-level interaction between the amount of anticipa-
tory processing and quadratic change in post-event rumination.

including both number of hours studied and actual performance on
the exam did not change the pattern of results.

3. Discussion

The present study prospectively examined the trajectory of
post-event rumination following a mid-term exam in an effort to
document individual difference factors that influence this process.
Results provide some interesting insights into specific predictors
of rumination following an evaluation-based stressor. First, the
results suggested that among all participants, rumination about the
exam decreased quadratically over the 4-day period, with fastest
deceleration occurring in the 2 days immediately following the test.
This suggests that on average, individuals will experience a moder-
ate amount of rumination following an evaluative event. However,
this pattern was qualified by individual differences, specifically
anticipatory processing and trait test anxiety. Anticipatory pro-
cessing predicted both the initial level and the quadratic pattern of
change in rumination over time, even when controlling for negative
affect. Follow-up analyses suggested that individuals who reported
higher levels of anticipatory processing about their test reported a
higher initial amount of post-event rumination during the study,
which decreased over the next 3 days, with a slight increase at
the last time point. It is possible that such an increase occurred
because students were aware that they would receive their exam
grade within the next 2 days. Individuals who reported low lev-
els of anticipatory processing, on the other hand, displayed low
levels of post-exam rumination and exhibited little change over
time. Thus, these results support predictions from cognitive theo-
ries, specifically that anticipatory processing prolongs rumination;
importantly, the current results indicate that this association is not
accounted for by levels of negative affect but rather, reflects more
specific processes.

In addition, there was a marginal effect of trait test anxiety.
Specifically, individuals high in trait test anxiety exhibited linear
decreases in rumination over the 4-day period, whereas those low
in trait test anxiety exhibited faster deceleration in rumination dur-
ing the study. Although the slight increase in post-event rumination
experienced by those low in trait test anxiety from Time 4 to Time
5 was unexpected, these individuals overall still reported a low
level of rumination throughout the course of the study. Thus, trait
test anxiety also appears to exhibit an influence on the trajectory
of post-event rumination over time, albeit to a lesser extent than
anticipatory processing. This finding augments our understanding
of factors that occur during anxiogenic stressors and how these fac-
tors may shape the trajectory of rumination following the event. It
also offers support that rumination may be associated with trait

anxiety levels, above and beyond negative affect (Muris, Fokke, &
Kwik, 2009).

These results add to the burgeoning literature examining repet-
itive thought both prior to and following stressful situations. Most
of the repetitive thought literature has examined similarities and
differences associated with worry and rumination. Although both
are repetitive and intrusive (e.g., Fresco et al., 2002), worry is char-
acterized by future threat or danger and low perceived coping
effectiveness, whereas rumination is characterized by themes of
past loss, failure, and disengagement from problems (Borkovec,
Robinson, Pruzinsky, & Depree, 1983; Hoehn-Saric, Lee, McLeod,
& Wong, 2005; Hong, 2007). It has been suggested that anticipa-
tory processing is a form of worry, is characterized by negative
images of the individual’s performance, predictions of possible fail-
ure, and increases anxiety symptoms (Hinrichsen & Clark, 2003;
Vassilopoulos, 2004, 2005). At present little is known about simi-
larities and differences between anticipatory processing and other
repetitive thought processes. However, results of the current study
suggest that continued study of repetitive thought processes is
informative, because anticipatory processing prior to a stressful
event may prolong an individual’s ruminations for several days
following the event. Thus, negative repetitive thought before a
stressful event appears to not only increase symptoms of anxi-
ety and depression, but also increase post-event rumination, likely
leading to a cycle of cognitive dysfunction.

In addition to providing a prospective examination of rumi-
nation and the factors that influence this process, these findings
have implications for theories of rumination. Specifically, it appears
that both the amount of anticipatory processing and the level of
trait test anxiety influence the trajectory of rumination following a
stressful-evaluative event. Based on theories of self-regulation, it is
possible that these individual difference characteristics may limit
an individual’s ability to regulate their mood following stressful sit-
uations. For example, Zeidner (1996) found that students who used
problem-focused emotion regulation strategies experienced lower
levels of anxiety during an exam compared to those who engaged
in emotion-focused coping. Thus, use of emotion-focused coping
strategies prior to an event, including anticipatory processing, may
lead to increased anxiety during the actual event and set the stage
for dysfunctional coping strategies, such as rumination, after the
event. It will be important for future studies to continue to docu-
ment how various types of coping strategies influence anxiety and
depression following stressors.

Some limitations of the current report deserve mention. First,
because this study involved a student sample, it is possible
that these results do not generalize to individuals with clini-
cally significant anxiety symptoms. However, because research has
demonstrated that clinically significant levels of evaluation anxiety
tend to develop between early and late adolescence (Mannuzza,
Fyer, Liebowitz, & Klein, 1990; Turner, Beidel, Dancu, & Keys, 1986;
Zeidner, 1996), the current sample do inform understanding of pro-
cesses occurring during the critical age when evaluation fears begin
to cause significant impairment. Moreover, the means reported for
levels of post-event rumination approximated levels reported by
clinical samples (e.g., Abbott & Rapee, 2004; Perini et al., 2007),
particularly at Time 1 and Time 2. Given this, it is plausible that
trait tendency to ruminate might emerge as a significant predictor
among a clinical population (e.g., Ehlers, Mayou, & Bryant, 1998).
Future studies will need to examine clinical samples following
stressful or evaluative events to determine specific factors that
maintain diagnostic levels of anxiety and depression.

A second limitation is reliance on a 1-week assessment inter-
val, which is a relatively short time period. Future studies on
rumination may wish to consider the use of longer measurement
intervals, with a particular eye towards processes such as the emer-
gence of symptoms or impairment and distress due to rumination.
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Because the literature on rumination in response to anxiogenic
events is relatively new, it will be important to delineate how rumi-
nation contributes to the development of symptomatology and
impairment. Clark and Wells (1995) highlight the importance of
examining rumination in situations that naturally elicit post-event
rumination. As an initial step, the current study used a prospec-
tive design with a common stressful event, which appears to be an
important methodological contribution. Third, the current study
only focused on one specific event for the purpose of controlling
for possible confounds. It is likely that individuals who are prone
to ruminate may experience several rumination-inducing events
over the course of any given day. Ideally, future research can assess
both evaluative situations and general tendencies to rumination
in order to increase our understanding of how this process influ-
ences the development of psychopathology. Finally, because study
of anticipatory processing and post-event rumination is still rel-
atively new, there is not much data examining the psychometric
properties of the measures used in this study. In order for this liter-
ature to advance, increased validation of measures of anticipatory
processing and post-event rumination will be important.

The current study contributes to the growing literature examin-
ing post-event rumination and helps to elaborate current theories
of rumination (Clark & Wells, 1995; Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991).
Specifically, these results support both anticipatory processing
and trait test anxiety levels as predictors of the development and
change of post-event rumination following an evaluative event.
Moreover, these findings support the hypothesized link between
anticipatory processing and post-event rumination and suggest
that these processes do not simply reflect general levels of negative
affect. Although there has been a growing literature documenting
both the similarities and differences between repetitive thought
styles and how these thought styles influence each other, more
research is needed to document how repetitive thoughts influence
the development of anxiety and depressive symptoms. Increasing
our understanding in this arena can help us to explain the mecha-
nisms which create and maintain psychological disorders.
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